
High level international contracts.

pros for projects around the globe



Interjobs is your partner when it comes to referral of pros
for challenging tasks around the world.

The main focus is on work in machine and plant engineering:
production, assembly, commissioning and maintenance.
Interjobs works professionally and with high quality.

our Mission

The pressure on time and costs is rising continually due to globalization. Companies that do business 
internationally are therefore often on the lookout for personnel with comprehensive technical know-how.
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The management and experts from Interjobs are well-trained 
and have gained a lot of experience on national and international 

building sites. The contracting customers concentrate on their core 
competences, while Interjobs makes sure that they can meet their 

deadlines.

Customers and staff of Interjobs appreciate their professional 
style and the trustworthiness of their handshake. Interjobs has its quality 

standards continually inspected by independent facilities.

Interjobs carries out all steps for the customer as well as for their staff 
up until completion on national and international projects. 

The company provides best quality at a reasonable price.

For me the connection between tradition and efficiency 
is the core of business relationships.
In contacts with customers, communication and 
truthful feedback are especially important.

Bruno Steiner



benefits for our customers 

The customers benefit because they can react rapidly to changes in the market thanks to 
the Personnel provided by Interjobs. The tiresome search for suitable employees is taken off 
the customers‘ hands so they have more capacity to concentrate on their products 
and development in the market. 

Interjobs carries out the selection of management and skilled workers. The pros are qualified 
above the average and well-motivated. All the administration for the personnel is carried 
out by Interjobs. The employees receive professional equipment. Occupational safety is 
especially important to Bruno Steiner and his team.

Interjobs serves notable enterprises from all around 
the world.

The customers‘ top projects are rapidly executed
with technical precision by experienced specialists.
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benefits for our customers 

Interjobs specializes in assembly and commissioning of industrial plants in the 
mechanical engineering and customized mechanical engineering sector. This is carried 
out on time and in high quality. When selecting employees Interjobs focuses on reliabi-
lity, efficiency and willingness to attend further training.

Communication is a main characteristic of the Interjobs team. Customers are
continually informed about the progress of their project. This permanent
exchange of information results in the contracting party being more than satisfied.

Bruno Steiner

Our pros are on the job all around the globe.
This experience and efficiency as well as
the reliability of our staff is appreciated
by our customers.



Interesting tasks, changing workplaces, 
good atmosphere and high income.

Those are the benefits for employees at Interjobs.

Management and skilled workers have the chance to work around the world on exciting projects.
Due to the multiple challenges and various projects employees gain further experience and 
extend their skills.

your career chance

The list of countries where there is no risk, issued by the Health Insurance of Upper Austria and the 
Ministry of Finance is published on our website.
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Interjobs offers their employees long-term workplaces with
a wide range of tasks.

Interjobs values skills and qualifications. That is why the 
the company invests in its employees and enables them
to develop their skills.

your career chance

The people from Interjobs drop in to the site and 
bring me the necessary tools. 
They find it important to know that I feel good on the job.

Ernst T. (Mechanical Engineer)



your place in the team

Interjobs is always searching for fitters, electricians,
welders, electrical systems technicians, designers

and management staff with international experience.

Skilled workers benefit from the years of experience and know-how in the field of
administration. Every employee is allocated to the workplace suited to their
training and qualifications.

One particular characteristic of the company is the personal support of the 
employees. Among other things this includes being introduced to the customer, 
inspection of the workplace as well as on-going support.
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Interjobs reserves and pays for single accommodation near the site
so that the employees can concentrate on the job. Professional tools
and functional protective clothing is another part of the service to the pros.

Employees have the opportunity to attend expert trade training, 
occupational safety training and language seminars parallel to
their work. The aim is to maintain or improve the high standard
of qualification and motivation.

Gerold P. (IWS)

your place in the team

I always want to be up-to-date in my 
profession. At Interjobs I get interesting jobs 
and the opportunity to do further training.



pros international 

Companies that do business globally in the sector of design and 
construction of technical plants belong to Interjobs‘ customers.
Personnel shortfalls in assembly, commissioning and on-the-job 
maintenance are covered by pros from Interjobs.

Interjobs carries out the selection of personnel and the assembly at the international site. 
Following a personal meeting with the contractor a detailed profile is drawn up for the employee 
required and a suitable skilled worker is selected and provided.
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pros international 

M.D. (Customer)

Our company has completed many projects
overseas together with Interjobs.
With Bruno Steiner and his team, price
and performance are alright for me.

Interjobs takes care of all administration steps such as booking flights and 
accommodation as well as acquisition of the necessary documents.

Over and above the skills of the trade, the employees have had international
experience, foreign language skills, know the procedures in foreign countries
and have had experience with a wide range of cultures.



gl obal  succ es s

The pros from Interjobs are at home all over the world.
They do their work on all continents.

The skilled workers travel thousands of kilometers annually and have already completed many
projects successfully for our customers. The comprehensive service is appreciated by big player
companies from Austria and customers from around the world. Interjobs is global, flexible and efficient.
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For a project to be a complete success, minute planning has to be correct. 
That is why Interjobs presents its experts to the contractor after they have been
carefully selected. This guarantees that the right person is sent to the right place.

Quality standards are continually inspected by independent institutes.
Steiner Interjobs GmbH & Co KG is TÜV certified in accordance with SCP. 
In addition Interjobs is a member of the Austrian Association for Temporary Work (VZA).

Optimal completion of projects is ensured by good lines of communication between us, 
our customers and our employees. One further factor for success is the first-class
equipment of our technicians.

gl obal  succ es s

G.E. (Customer)

When working with Interjobs, what I especially
appreciate is the communication culture.

The team has amassed great expertise
by working internationally.



In 2003 Steiner Interjobs GmbH & Co KG was founded.
The company specialized in mechanical and plant
engineering right from the start.

The opening of the branch in Niklasdorf in 2014 
is a further step towards expansion so that we can 
continue to serve the market so well in the future.

our  story

Selection of the right worker is crucial for the success of a project.
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our  story

I am proud of the development of my company.
My objectives are to create a good working
atmosphere and to complete projects rapidly which
then mean success on the market.

Bruno Steiner

As Managing Director of Interjobs Bruno Steiner is a guarantor for professional and 
high quality completion of jobs. He believes in traditional values in the world of
business such as reliability and transparency. The quality of his handshake
can be measured against the high level of customer satisfaction.

Quality demands from customers are fulfilled by Interjobs nationally and internationally.
The notable team enjoys much positive feedback from their partners.



Steiner Interjobs GmbH & Co KG
Marktplatz 4, 4707 Schlüßlberg

Filiale Niklasdorf
Parkring 3, 8712 Niklasdorf

T: +43 7248-66843-0
F: +43 7248-66843-20

T: +43 3842-81385
F: +43 3842-81385-20

E: office@interjobs.at

E: niklasdorf@interjobs.at

www.interjobs.at


